Eurasia Area
Volunteer + Intern Staffing Needs

March 2021

Map of
SIL Eurasia Area

SIL is a global, faith-based, nonprofit organization whose vision is to see people flourishing in
community using the languages they value most. In order to realize this vision, we need staff
trained in linguistics, translation, literacy and related disciplines, and also those who will
manage projects and provide administrative and specialist support of various kinds. In SIL
Eurasia, where we focus on the language communities in the part of the world pictured above,
our most urgent needs include many different kinds of workers. If you have the interpersonal
skills listed on page 2 and the technical skills listed under each staffing need, please consider
joining us! For more information, check out our website: https://eurasia.sil.org/.
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Interpersonal Skills for Serving in SIL Eurasia






Spiritually resilient, skilled at work/life balance, especially when on one’s own
Service-oriented; focused on networking, training, and encouraging participation
Comfortable in multi-cultural team settings, virtual and face-to-face
Demonstrating respect and value to all
Flexible, responsive, innovative, and risk-tolerant

Top Staffing Needs (Details)
Click on a position’s picture to go to its listing in the summary chart!
TCK Education

MEDITERRANEAN REGION – TUTOR
Workday Requisition ID 5876
Full-time (1.00 FTE); volunteer in-region

Are you a practical servant with a love for kids and some teaching experience? A family from the US
with three children (grades 6, 8, and 10) lives in a sensitive country and needs a tutor to assist in
home schooling. There is a 6-month minimum commitment, but serving a full academic year would
be preferable. Tutoring will be in English. Not strictly required, but appreciated, would be advanced
mathematics skills (advanced algebra, trigonometry, perhaps some pre-calculus) and/or violin
teaching skills.
Main responsibilities:
 Teaching multiple grade levels including middle and high school grammar and writing, history,
and some math (curriculum provided)
 Reading aloud to students (quite a bit)
 Printing needed materials
 Keeping up with checking assignments and accountability, adapting some assignments to
students as needed
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NORTH EURASIA – ELEMENTARY TEACHER
Workday Requisition ID 31435a
Full-time (1.00 FTE); member-volunteer in Central Asia

Can you understand and empathize with children growing up in cross-cultural situations? Do you
have experience being a student or teaching in cross-cultural settings? Can you encourage
awareness of cultural differences and communicate effectively to a class that includes children from
various countries? Alongside teaching, demonstrating Christlikeness and providing supporting
activities and counsel will allow you to bless the families who minister in this Central Asian location.
Main responsibilities:

Planning for and teaching all basic subjects in English for elementary age students (grades 1-6)

Promoting helpful mental/social development and sound study habits in a positive, stimulating
classroom environment

Helping as needed with outside-of-school activities

Maintaining records in accordance with school standards

Evaluating students’ work and attitudes, discussing problems and progress with parents

NORTH EURASIA – TEACHING ASSISTANT
(ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY)
Workday Requisition ID 31436a
Full-time (1.00 FTE); member-volunteer in Central Asia
Do you have an appreciation for all that teachers do? Do you have a genuine love for children and
experience in multicultural classrooms in field settings? Are you capable of helping out in both
elementary and secondary classrooms? If so, we have a ministry for you! We are seeking someone
to assist a classroom teacher in specific ways, allowing the teacher more time for instructional
preparation and activities.
Main responsibilities:
 Assisting the classroom teacher in delegated tasks like group work or one-on-one tutoring
 Assisting the teacher with routine tasks, like clerical work and supervisory duties
 Helping when needed with extra-curricular school activities
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EURASIA AREA – SCHOOL TEACHER
Workday Requisition ID R3533
Full-time (1.00 FTE); member-volunteer in Bulgaria
Are you a trained teacher or even a student teacher looking for ways to minister to children and their
families who serve in Eastern Europe? Sofia Christian Academy is located in the beautiful capital city
of Bulgaria. We currently have 26 students in pre-kindergarten through 9th grade -- yes, even during
Covid times! We can accommodate teachers who want to serve any length of time from a few months
(particularly student teachers) to a few years. If you can teach science and any range of grades from
3rd to 10th, then we’d be especially interested. If not, then contact us anyway; we always need
teachers! An added blessing is our 4-day work week that allows Monday to be free for other ministry
involvement. For more
Main responsibilities:
 Teaching students in English
 Promoting good mental/social development and sound study habits
 Encouraging interest in learning, arts
 Evaluating students’ work and attitudes, discussing problems and progress with parents

EURASIA AREA – HIGH SCHOOL GERMAN TEACHER
Workday Requisition ID R2707
Full-time (1.00 FTE); member-volunteer in Germany

Do you speak German well and enjoy teaching it to school-age children? Do you have a minimum of
one year’s teaching experience? Then check with us on further requirements. Black Forest Academy
in Kandern, Germany, serves the children of several Eurasia staff families. German is not only a helpful
academic subject in considering higher education, but it is also a means of helping these young
people adapt to the environment in which they live. Since culture studies are also an important part
of language acquisition, previous multicultural experience is desirable.
Main responsibilities:
 Creating an environment in which students can learn German well
 Promoting an understanding of and appreciation for the culture and customs of German speakers
 Preparing and administering assessments and maintaining records and grades in accordance with
school standards and procedures
 Discussing a student's academic and behavioral performance with parents, recommending action
when necessary
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Communications

EURASIA AREA – COMMUNICATIONS ASSISTANT
Workday Requisition ID R6403
Full-time (1.00), negotiable; member-volunteer or
intern, remote
Are you looking to use and expand your administrative and website skills? Consider joining the SIL
Eurasia communications team dedicated to serving the 500+ ethnic groups of this region! We are
seeking a team player who is fluent in English and gives attention to detail. Managing our website
involves a wide range of duties, and assisting with internal communications includes editing a news
bulletin, maintaining our email account, and managing our Zoom meetings. Never a dull moment!
Main responsibilities:
 Managing and maintaining the SIL Eurasia website, including overseeing its translation into various
Eurasian languages
 Assuring that the website meets its goals of celebrating the people, languages and cultures of
Eurasia and of sharing stories about projects in appropriate ways
 Compiling and editing SIL Eurasia’s monthly news bulletin
 Proofreading, researching, writing, collaborating – as needed

Human Resources

EURASIA AREA – CANDIDATES AND RECRUITMENT
INTERN
Workday Requisition ID R5473
Full-time (1.00 FTE); intern, preferably in USA
Are you blessed with creativity when it comes to social media? Can you listen well and quickly build
rapport? Are you good at networking? Would you enjoy using these skills to help candidates who
want to serve God find the specific places where they can make their best contribution? Consider
joining SIL Eurasia's Candidates & Recruitment team. We are looking for an intern just like you!
Main responsibilities:
 Researching ways of using social media to advertise SIL Eurasia Area’s work
 Putting into practice the results of social media research
 Following SIL Eurasia HR screening processes and maintaining records under the supervision of the
Candidates & Recruitment North America/Pacific Liaison
 Communicating regularly with HR colleagues
 Developing and maintaining helpful networks of contacts with Wycliffe Alliance organizations in
North America and the Pacific
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Information Technology

EURASIA AREA – SOFTWARE DEVELOPER
Workday Requisition ID R2152
Full-time (1.00); member-volunteer located
anywhere with good internet
God is doing amazing things through Scripture translation and language development. Would you
enjoy using your development skills to make an eternal impact as a software developer? We need to
develop and expand our web platform so that more Scripture translations and language development
media can be published there and available to more audiences. If you are an adventurous software
developer with excellent problem-solving and communications skills, then please come join our team!
Main responsibilities:
 Working as part of an agile-type team on the planning and execution of programming tasks, and
providing insight and input into the prioritization of needs to support that process
 Designing, writing and maintaining new and existing software modules to run within and
alongside our bespoke content management framework (based on Drupal)
 Refining and debugging software and writing automated tests for it
 Contributing to technical reference and training documentation
 Participating actively in professional development

Click on the position title to go to its write-up in this document.
Summary Chart
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Workday
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Communications
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FT preferred
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PT possible
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longer
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Elementary
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High School
German Teacher

31435a

FT preferred
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7-12 months

Only onsite in
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Only onsite in
Germany
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Membervolunteer
Membervolunteer
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Teaching
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3 months –
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7-12 months
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Contact Information
For more information on any of these positions, please write to…
Eurasia_1stContact@sil.org
SIL Eurasia Area HR Services
Candidates and Recruitment
Photo credits: MG, JH, MLS, RG, TW; p. 4 top, SCA Gallery; pp. 5-6, Pixabay

Mary Lou Smyth – Photo of beautiful southwestern Germany
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